JELL-O DIG
INFANT/ TODDLERS

Supplies Needed:
• Instant Jell-O mix (x3)
  • caution: using bright colored Jell-O (red, purple, blue) may stain your child's skin. You can avoid this by using yellow Jell-O or natural Jell-o's that do not have food coloring in them
• Waterproof/bath toys

What to do:
1. Follow the Jell-O instructions
2. When done mixing, fill a bin or bowl with toys and then pour the Jell-O in.
3. Once cool and the Jell-O has set allow your child to dig through the Jell-O to find the hidden treasures.
   • Make sure you do this somewhere that is easy to clean (in their high chair, on the kitchen floor, or outside)

Not sure you want your child playing in Jell-O? Visit the link for more sensory bin ideas.

Activity submitted by OLV Caregiver Caeley
Click HERE for the original source and instructions